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MCLEAN NEAL

Will "Justice" Bring Peace? Vintage
To free his client from a murder charge, he must confront the outlaws turning LA into in a modern-
day Wild West.When security guard Chip Bowman is blamed for a brazen robbery that leaves two co-
workers dead, he turns to defense attorney Brad Madison.From the start, Brad knows this case won't
just be fought out in the courtroom. Millions of dollars in cash and cannabis has been stolen, and the
crime has "inside job" written all over it.All the evidence points to Bowman. But if he is innocent, as
he claims, then who are the real perpetrators?Brad finds no shortage of suspects among a host of
outlaw motorcycle gang members, rogue mercenaries and illegal drug traffickers.They're all making
money in California's legal cannabis "green rush" and God help anyone who stands in their
way.Determined to clear his client's name, Brad runs the gauntlet of their treacherous world. Can he
find the truth?And will he live to tell it in court?
Force of Justice Simon and Schuster
In this Amazon #1 bestseller, one of LA's most powerful men is charged with murder, and criminal
defense attorney Brad Madison is called to defend him. But murder is only the start of their
problems... In the first book of the Brad Madison legal thriller series, Madison defends Hollywood
power broker Patrick Strickland against mounting evidence. Despite Strickland claiming he has no
criminal connections, there are clear signs his involvement in organized crime runs deep. When the
case receives national attention, the underbelly of power in LA is thrown into the limelight. Madison
fights desperately to find the one piece of evidence that will prove his client's innocence. But
where's there's power, there's danger. The further Madison digs for the truth, the more he puts his
life at risk. In a case full of twists and turns, Madison confronts one of the most difficult challenges of
his career. Will justice triumph? Or will the power of LA's dark forces send Madison to an early
grave?Find out why this book topped Amazon's Pulp Fiction bestsellers list.
Studies Inspired by the Work of Malcolm Feeley Simon and Schuster
This volume provides different disciplinary and cultural perspectives on the ethical and political
ramifications of the incommensurable yet inextricable relationships among law, justice, and power.
Justice Imperiled University of California Press
Within the criminal justice system, one of the most prominent justifications for legal punishment is
retributivism. The retributive justification of legal punishment maintains that wrongdoers are morally
responsible for their actions and deserve to be punished in proportion to their wrongdoing. This book
argues against retributivism and develops a viable alternative that is both ethically defensible and
practical. Introducing six distinct reasons for rejecting retributivism, Gregg D. Caruso contends that
it is unclear that agents possess the kind of free will and moral responsibility needed to justify this
view of punishment. While a number of alternatives to retributivism exist - including consequentialist
deterrence, educational, and communicative theories - they have ethical problems of their own.
Moving beyond existing theories, Caruso presents a new non-retributive approach called the public
health-quarantine model. In stark contrast to retributivism, the public health-quarantine model
provides a more human, holistic, and effective approach to dealing with criminal behavior.
The Secret Barrister Cambridge University Press
*A New York Times Bestseller* An important overview of the way our justice system works, and why
the rule of law is essential to our survival as a society—from the one-time federal prosecutor for the
Southern District of New York, and host of the Doing Justice podcast. Preet Bharara has spent much
of his life examining our legal system, pushing to make it better, and prosecuting those looking to
subvert it. Bharara believes in our system and knows it must be protected, but to do so, he argues,
we must also acknowledge and allow for flaws both in our justice system and in human nature.
Bharara uses the many illustrative anecdotes and case histories from his storied, formidable

career—the successes as well as the failures—to shed light on the realities of the legal system and
the consequences of taking action. Inspiring and inspiringly written, Doing Justice gives us hope that
rational and objective fact-based thinking, combined with compassion, can help us achieve truth and
justice in our daily lives. Sometimes poignant and sometimes controversial, Bharara's expose is a
thought-provoking, entertaining book about the need to find the humanity in our legal system as
well as in our society.
Leading Works in Law and Social Justice Will of JusticeA Legal Thriller
A young Supreme Court law clerk, Ben Addison, gets himself in trouble when he accidentally gives
away a secret. Now he has to fight to keep his job and figure out a way to stop people from
blackmailing him.
Cambridge University Press
A powerful corporation. A legal system bought and paid for. A prosecutor willing to risk everything
for justice... In a courthouse hallway, assistant district attorney Jessica Black runs into an old law
school friend. Jessie is excited to catch up with Kelly ... until she realizes the lawyer is terrified. Kelly
is representing grieving parents against a large corporation whose failure to meet safety standards
caused a child's death. The company stands to lose a lot of money, and Kelly fears someone is
following her, watching her, and preparing to harm her. But without an actual threat, the police
won't help. Jessie offers to talk to her friends in the police department to try to get Kelly some
protection, at least temporarily. But that night, Kelly is found dead in what looks like a random car
accident. Now, Jessie must prove Kelly's accident was actually a murder, find the killer, and protect
the grief-stricken parents from a corporation willing to do anything to silence them. But can she
succeed against a corrupt judicial system, an indifferent police force, and a bloodthirsty killer? Or
will her fight for justice cost her everything? Jessie Black returns in False Justice, the fifth novel in
the bestselling Jessie Black Legal Thrillers series readers are calling "fast paced and totally
spellbinding." If you like great characters, high stakes, and surprises that keep you guessing until
the end, you'll love the novels of Larry A. Winters. Scroll up and buy False Justice today! "I like Jessie
because she is strong, smart, intelligent, not afraid to follow her intuition and push for the chance
that will allow her to follow through and bring justice for the victims and their loved ones."--Amazon
review of Deadly Evidence (Jessie Black Book 3)
False Justice (a Jessie Black Legal Thriller) IGI Global
"A ... true story and ... account of bias in the courtroom from CNN senior legal analyst Laura Coates,
recounting her time as a Black female prosecutor for the US Department of Justice"--
Rebooting Justice CM Publishing
America is a nation founded on justice and the rule of law. But our laws are too complex, and legal
advice too expensive, for poor and even middle-class Americans to get help and vindicate their
rights. Criminal defendants facing jail time may receive an appointed lawyer who is juggling
hundreds of cases and immediately urges them to plead guilty. Civil litigants are even worse off;
usually, they get no help at all navigating the maze of technical procedures and rules. The same is
true of those seeking legal advice, like planning a will or negotiating an employment contract.
Rebooting Justice presents a novel response to longstanding problems. The answer is to use
technology and procedural innovation to simplify and change the process itself. In the civil and
criminal courts where ordinary Americans appear the most, we should streamline complex
procedures and assume that parties will not have a lawyer, rather than the other way around. We
need a cheaper, simpler, faster justice system to control costs. We cannot untie the Gordian knot by
adding more strands of rope; we need to cut it, to simplify it.
Atonement, Law, and Justice Oxford University Press on Demand
"This book reads like a legal thriller; it will leave you thinking about the nature of justice and inspired
by the human spirit." -Sister Helen Prejean Justice Imperiled is the story of the brilliant lawyer Max
Hirschberg, one of Germany's most courageous defenders of justice in the face of Hitler's rise to
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power. Hirschberg lived an extraordinary life at a defining moment in German and European history.
By the time he fled Nazi Germany in 1934, he had argued a series of cases in Munich's courtrooms
that shed light on the history of political justice in pre-Nazi Germany and, by extension, the
miscarriage of justice in all Western democracies. Hirschberg was a rare figure: he fought for cases
that reflected the new democracy rather than the old monarchy, that valued equality rather than
hierarchy, and that showed respect for workers as well as aristocrats. Throughout the Weimar period
Hirschberg squared off in court against Munich's conservatives, reactionaries, and Nazis-twice facing
Hitler himself. As he litigated politically charged disputes, he also began fighting to reverse the
criminal convictions of innocent defendants and to study what mistaken verdicts teach us about the
criminal justice system as a whole. In a unique blend of biography and courtroom drama, Justice
Imperiled captures the excitement of Hirschberg's actual cases and presents legal battles that still
rage, in different circumstances, to this day.
Stories of the Law and How It's Broken The New Press
Bullets rip the air, snapping past Clay Barlow's head as, riding Blue, he charges a band of robbers
surrounding the Austin stagecoach. Clay lets loose with a load of buckshot from his 12-gauge Roper
Repeating Shotgun. With his third blast, the robbers turn tail and race off into the Texas hill country,
leaving one of their own dying in the hot Texas dust. At eighteen, Clay has been invited to join the
Texas Rangers. Now, he rides to Austin to either put on the Rangers' badge, or fight for the law in
Texas courts, fulfilling his parents wish that he becomes an attorney. Whether he protects Texas on
the range or in the courtroom, his quick and deadly six-guns will not be stilled. Join Clay as his path
takes him from brawls to blizzards to gunfights. The only question remaining, will he survive to
choose between Law and Justice?
The Key to Justice Cambridge University Press
Adonis Vidu tackles an issue of great current debate in evangelical circles and of perennial interest
in the Christian academy. He provides a critical reading of the history of major atonement theories,
offering an in-depth analysis of the legal and political contexts within which they arose. The book
engages the latest work in atonement theory and serves as a helpful resource for contemporary
discussions. This is the only book that explores the impact of theories of law and justice on major
historical atonement theories. Understanding this relationship yields a better understanding of
atonement thinkers by situating them in their intellectual contexts. The book also explores the
relevance of the doctrine of divine simplicity for atonement theory.
A Theory of Law Independently Published
This book considers how access to justice is affected by restrictions to legal aid budgets and
increasingly prescriptive service guidelines. As common law jurisdictions, England and Wales and
Australia, share similar ideals, policies and practices, but they differ in aspects of their legal and
political culture, in the nature of the communities they serve and in their approaches to providing
access to justice. These jurisdictions thus provide us with different perspectives on what constitutes
justice and how we might seek to overcome the burgeoning crisis in unmet legal need. The book fills
an important gap in existing scholarship as the first to bring together new empirical and theoretical
knowledge examining different responses to legal aid crises both in the domestic and comparative
contexts, across criminal, civil and family law. It achieves this by examining the broader social,
political, legal, health and welfare impacts of legal aid cuts and prescriptive service guidelines.
Across both jurisdictions, this work suggests that it is the most vulnerable groups who lose out in the
way the law now operates in the twenty-first century. This book is essential reading for academics,
students, practitioners and policymakers interested in criminal and civil justice, access to justice, the
provision of legal assistance and legal aid.
An Urban Guide to Criminal Justice BRILL
Tracing the long history of Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s work for gender equality and a “more perfect
Union” In the fall of 2019, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg visited the University of California, Berkeley
School of Law to deliver the first annual Herma Hill Kay Memorial Lecture in honor of her friend, the
late Herma Hill Kay, with whom Ginsburg had coauthored the very first casebook on sex-based
discrimination in 1974. Justice, Justice Thou Shalt Pursue is the result of a period of collaboration
between Ginsburg and Amanda L. Tyler, a Berkeley Law professor and former Ginsburg law clerk.
During Justice Ginsburg's visit to Berkeley, she told her life story in conversation with Tyler. In this
collection, the two bring together that conversation and other materials—many previously
unpublished—that share details from Justice Ginsburg's family life and long career. These include
notable briefs and oral arguments, some of Ginsburg's last speeches, and her favorite opinions that
she wrote as a Supreme Court Justice (many in dissent), along with the statements that she read
from the bench in those important cases. Each document was chosen by Ginsburg and Tyler to tell
the story of the litigation strategy and optimistic vision that were at the heart of Ginsburg's
unwavering commitment to the achievement of "a more perfect Union." In a decades-long career,
Ruth Bader Ginsburg was an advocate and jurist for gender equality and for ensuring that the United
States Constitution leaves no person behind. Her work transformed not just the American legal
landscape, but American society more generally. Ginsburg labored tirelessly to promote a
Constitution that is ever more inclusive and that allows every individual to achieve their full human
potential. As revealed in these pages, in the area of gender rights, Ginsburg dismantled long-
entrenched systems of discrimination based on outdated stereotypes by showing how such laws
hold back both genders. And as also shown in the materials brought together here, Justice Ginsburg
had a special ability to appreciate how the decisions of the high court impact the lived experiences

of everyday Americans. The passing of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg in September 2020 as this book
was heading into production was met with a public outpouring of grief. With her death, the country
lost a hero and national treasure whose incredible life and legacy made the United States a more
just society and one in which “We the People,” for whom the Constitution is written, includes
everyone.
Corrupt Justice Encounter Books
Norman J. Finkel explores the relationship between the law on the books, as set down in the
Constitution and developed in cases and decisions, and what he calls commonsense justice, the
ordinary citizen's notions of what is just and fair.
Free Will, Punishment, and Criminal Justice Routledge
Politician Robert Sulzberger is accused of murder. His enemies want blood. nd criminal defense
attorney Tex Hunter is the only hope he has left. Robert Sulzberger appeared to have a perfect life-a
respected position in the City Council, a lovely family, a house with all the trimmings-but behind the
façade, his life was crumbling. Drawn into a world of crime and corruption, Sulzberger couldn't find a
way out. He couldn't escape. And when he tried to walk away, he found himself behind bars. The
trial captures the media's attention and the dark forces of politics are thrown into the limelight. As
the son of a convicted serial killer, Tex Hunter knows how dangerous those forces can be. In a case
full of twists and turns, Hunter must battle against deception, fraud, and cover-ups; risking
everything in the most difficult case of his career. Can justice triumph against corruption? Or will the
dark side of politics bury the truth forever?
The Anti-Nazi Lawyer Max Hirschberg in Weimar Germany Tex Hunter
Diese innovative Studie versteht das nationalsozialistische Strafrecht – in Übereinstimmung mit
Kontinuitäts- und Radikalisierungsthese – als rassistisch (antisemitisch), völkisch ("germanisch") und
totalitär ausgerichtete Fortschreibung der autoritären und antiliberalen Tendenzen des deutschen
Strafrechts der Jahrhundertwende und der Weimarer Republik. Dies wird durch die systematisch-
analytische Aufbereitung der Texte relevanter Autoren belegt, wobei es primär um die – für sich
selbst sprechenden – Texte, nicht die moralische Beurteilung ihrer Verfasser geht. Dabei werden
auch Erkenntnisse zur Rezeption des deutschen (NS-) Strafrechts in Lateinamerika mitgeteilt. Die
besagte Kontinuität existierte nicht nur rückwärtsgewandt (post-Weimar), sondern auch
zukunftsgerichtet (Bonner Republik). Kurzum, das NS-Strafrecht kam weder aus dem Nichts noch ist
es nach 1945 völlig verschwunden. Der zeitgenössische Versuch der identitären Rekonstruktion des
germanischen Mythos durch die sog. "neue Rechte" schließt daran nahtlos an.
Just Pursuit Bloomsbury Publishing
From an award-winning civil rights lawyer, a profound challenge to our society’s normalization of the
caging of human beings, and the role of the legal profession in perpetuating it Alec Karakatsanis is
interested in what we choose to punish. For example, it is a crime in most of America for poor people
to wager in the streets over dice; dice-wagerers can be seized, searched, have their assets forfeited,
and be locked in cages. It’s perfectly fine, by contrast, for people to wager over international
currencies, mortgages, or the global supply of wheat; wheat-wagerers become names on the wings
of hospitals and museums. He is also troubled by how the legal system works when it is trying to
punish people. The bail system, for example, is meant to ensure that people return for court dates.
But it has morphed into a way to lock up poor people who have not been convicted of anything. He’s
so concerned about this that he has personally sued court systems across the country, resulting in
literally tens of thousands of people being released from jail when their money bail was found to be
unconstitutional. Karakatsanis doesn’t think people who have gone to law school, passed the bar,
and sworn to uphold the Constitution should be complicit in the mass caging of human beings—an
everyday brutality inflicted disproportionately on the bodies and minds of poor people and people of
color and for which the legal system has never offered sufficient justification. Usual Cruelty is a
profoundly radical reconsideration of the American “injustice system” by someone who is actively,
wildly successfully, challenging it.
Commonsense Justice SAGE
Disputing a family will is simple... until the trustee is found dead. Anna Lempare is a fiery redhead
disagreeing with the conditions of her grandfather's estate. When the trustee is found strangled in
her apartment, the case takes a sudden turn. Anna is charged with first-degree murder, but criminal
defense attorney Bill Harvey is not convinced of her guilt. As a former hypnotherapist, Harvey is
used to detecting lies. With suspects that include an unstable war veteran, a charity CEO, and a
neighbor hiding a secret, Harvey struggles to find a break. Desperately, he fights to find the one
piece of evidence that will prove his client's innocence. But the secret that Harvey uncovers will
change their lives forever... This thrilling legal novel will take you for a ride through the courtroom,
and end with a twist that you didn't see coming.
Natural Justice Pan Macmillan
Open government initiatives have become a defining goal for public administrators around the
world. However, progress is still necessary outside of the executive and legislative sectors.
Achieving Open Justice through Citizen Participation and Transparency is a pivotal reference source
for the latest scholarly research on the implementation of open government within the judiciary
field, emphasizing the effectiveness and accountability achieved through these actions. Highlighting
the application of open government concepts in a global context, this book is ideally designed for
public officials, researchers, professionals, and practitioners interested in the improvement of
governance and democracy.
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